
THE BIG SLEEP POINT OF VIEW

First Person, Philip Marlowe. Technically speaking, the type of narration in The Big Sleep is called a first person limited
point of view. And this sense of disillusionment brings us to the second important feature of The Big Sleep: Marlowe's
distinctive narrative voice.

That being obviously the smart thing to do, I called Eddie Mars and told him I was coming down to Las
Olindas that evening to talk to him. All of them are characterized by a detail â€” a color, a habit, an object â€”
which represents the nature of their soul, and this, as we said before, is certainly a romantic feature Zanotti 
Carmen forces her way in with a gun and demands the photos, but Marlowe takes her gun and makes her
leave. Sissy died in , and Chandler, distraught, turned to alcohol more than ever before. I think as a writer, he
knew he had great material on his hands. Chandler merged the two fathers into a new character and did the
same for the two daughters, resulting in General Sternwood and his wild daughter Carmen. Who is the
narrator, can she or he read minds, and, more importantly, can we trust her or him? A man named Harry Jones,
who is Agnes's new partner, approaches Marlowe and offers to tell him the location of Mona. Chandler was
born in, of all places, Chicago. What we pictured is long flowy tresses of hair cascading down her naked body,
and "conveniently" coiling around and covering up her nakedness. They go to an abandoned field, where she
tries to kill him, but he has loaded the gun with blanks and merely laughs at her; the shock causes Carmen to
have an epileptic seizure. A figure like A. Chandler was noted for taking far longer than most other pulp
writers to produce his fiction, but earned great critical acclaim. The panel foreshadows how Marlowe will save
Carmen a few chapters later and how she will be as well in a state of undress. There were full-length mirrors
and crystal doodads all over the place. Also, in A Gossip on Romance, Stevenson clearly explains that the
simple and pure events â€” opposed to descriptions â€” are the main substance of any novel of adventure, the
part that interests the reader the most Stevenson  When Chandler merged his stories into a novel, he spent
more effort on expanding descriptions of people, places, and Marlowe's thinking than getting every detail of
the plot perfectly consistent. Time and Space in The Big Sleep One of the most relevant parts of the novel for
our analysis is the incipit of the book. When Howard Hawks filmed the novel , his writing team was perplexed
by that question, in response to which Chandler replied that he had no idea. Then she unties Marlowe and
helps him escape. He gives Carmen back her gun, and she tries to shoot him for turning down her advances.
He was one of the buccaneers of California â€” and with oil, made a mint. She also mentions gambling at the
casino of Eddie Mars and volunteers that Eddie's wife, Mona, ran off with Rusty. In later years, he professed
to be disillusioned with Los Angeles, which completely obscures the point that he never loved the place.
Although the main characters are romantic, the majority of the personas that appear in the book are realistic. In
other words, when Philip Marlowe figures out that Carmen murdered Rusty Regan, that's the end of his quest.
In addition, as Celati says in his book Finzioni Occidentali, the free use of the first-person narration by the
protagonist is a romantic element itself, since its voice is a direct expression of an empirical singularity and its
liberal intensities. And Marlowe spends so much time driving around that it could be like a kind of checklist.
Also, if we think about the work of Chandler in general, the reader sees Marlowe working on one case after
another and never getting old, instead always continuing his adventure; this juxtaposition of a series of
adventures is very typical of the chivalric romance as both Zanotti and Frye point out: The essential element of
plot in romance is adventure, which means that romance is naturally a sequential and processional form [â€¦] it
is an endless form in which a central character who never develops or ages goes through one adventure after
another Frye 5. Suddenly, the doorbell rings and Brody is shot dead; Marlowe gives chase and catches
Geiger's male lover, who shot Brody thinking he killed Geiger. Later, he hears a scream, followed by gunshots
and two cars speeding away. So why does Marlowe use the word convenient here? The protagonist is
Marlowe and the antagonist is Mars. Eddie suddenly enters; he says he is Geiger's landlord and is looking for
him. Agnes, Brody, Mars, seem to have no feeling or emotion at all, they just act out of self-interest and greed.
Description is usually considered a realistic strategy, exploited by the realistic tradition born around the 18th
century. What is more, the fact that the police department took credit for a crime solved by Marlowe proves
that they are more interested in getting all the glory and not in helping those in need. The police accept that he
simply ran off with Mona, since she is also missing, and since Eddie would not risk committing a murder in
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which he would be the obvious suspect.


